


WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A MOTHER  
OF FOUR HAS A LIFE THREATENING 

BRAIN INJURY... AND SURVIVES? 



It's June 1983.  
 

Young Melbourne mother Kay Saunders gets migraines all the time but
this one is different.  

 
Can you really survive a brain aneurism? Kay and her family are about
to find out. She lies for days in hospital  before they can operate. She’s
not allowed to cough, sneeze or cry. Kay says goodbye to her family as

she's wheeled into surgery.  
 

They operate on her head for hours and miraculously, she makes it.
Kay's sent home and told to 'do her best' but the family will never be

the same again. 
 

Simple tasks are hard for Kay to complete. With her filter gone, Kay has
become overly emotional, prone to saying hurtful things.  But Kay,
husband Noel and children Craig (16), Phillip (13), Vanessa (11) and

Lizz (4) can only try to get on with the new normal.  
 

 Now its 2019 and Lizz is almost the same age Kay was when it 
happened. As the youngest, Lizz can't remember who her mum was

before the accident- are her family ready to confront their painful past
so Lizz can find out?     

 
When Mum’s Head Went is a true story podcast narrated by Lizz. Part

family memoir, part medical investigation, Lizz uncovers the mysteries
of the mind-  who Kay was before the aneurism, the science and
treatment of Acquired Brain Injury (ABI), and the fallible nature of

personal memories that lead to her family's 'collective amnesia’ about
who Kay used to be. 

 
   

SERIES SYNOPSIS 



Podcast length, audience and tone

Told over 10 episodes running approx. 30-40 minutes each, the story spans four decades,
detailing Kay’s further brushes with death and moves into present day as Kay continues to
struggle with health complications. The podcast will include interviews with family, friends
and medical professionals, including the brain surgeon who operated on Kay and other

leading experts in the field.   
 

The emphasis will be on learning from the past through loving exploration, not a witch-hunt
on the supposed failures of the medical profession. I will look at how advances in medicine

and patient care have changed the playing field between 1983 and today. Although the
content may be serious in nature, it won’t be all doom and gloom. When Mum’s Head Went

will be at times light-hearted and tongue-in-cheek with funny anecdotes about our journey.
The narration will include my trademark dry humour to act as both comic relief and to pay

tribute to how my family use humour to deal with life’s most challenging moments.  
 

The intended audience for the podcast will be ABC listeners who are interested in family
memoir, medical survival stories and even true crime as the narration style is at times

reminiscent of cold case investigation. The age demographic of listeners would range from
twenty-somethings interested in memoir and true crime through to baby boomers looking

after their elderly parents.  
 

Another podcast that inspired the style and tone of When Mum’s Head Went was the
phenomenal ABC Radio National Trace production, particularly for its integrity and empathy

when investigating the cold case murder of Maria James. I was particularly moved by
Racheal Brown’s assertion that journalists must be ‘storytellers not story-takers.’ I agree
strongly with this sentiment which has been at the forefront of my mind when deciding to
write this podcast and I check in regularly with my family members to ensure they are still

comfortable with our story being told.  
 

I was also inspired by two podcasts produced by young Australian women: Rosie
Waterland’s Mum Says My Memoir is a Lie for the real-life mother-daughter relationship and
its humorous style and Raquel O’Brien’s Silent Waves for its family memoir style narrative

exploring long-held secrets and intergenerational trauma.  
 

Lastly, I believe that the ethos of When Mum’s Head Went strongly correlates to the ABC’s
vision ‘to provide high quality content and services that will ensure the ABC is valued by the

community as Australia’s most trusted and creative media organisation.’ I would be honoured
to work with the ABC to create a unique, diverse and audience-focused story that would

contribute to your vision.   
 
 



Episode Breakdowns

 
Ep 1 – When Mum’s Head Went- the first time. 
This episode begins with Kay’s brain aneurysm and details what happened at the hospital
and her family’s reactions. Noel relates the fear of the prospect of losing his wife. It will
include an interview with a neuropsychologist to explain what an aneurysm is and statistics
around patient outcomes in both 1983 and today.  
  
Ep 2 – The Aftermath of Trauma. 
This episode begins with Kay’s return home, how the family coped with her brain injury and
what support was provided. This episode will include an interview with Kay’s brain surgeon
at the time to explore the extent of Kay’s injury and how the medical industry has changed
in regards to patient rehabilitation.  
 
Ep 3 – The Fallibility of Memory. 
 Lizz tries to recall her memories of the time. An interview with clinical psychologist
explores how traumatic events can affect memory recall and Lizz’s theory of ‘family
amnesia’ is discussed. Lizz speaks to Noel about the early days of dating Kay and
interviews Kay’s childhood friends to seek the truth about who her mum used to be.  
 
Ep 4 - Have You Checked the Children?  
This episode focusses on the effects of Kay’s disability on her children. Craig, Phillip and
Vanessa will discuss what they remember about the 80’s – not just the music, mullets and
bad clothes– but what Kay was like at the time and if it has affected them as adults. 2009  
 
Ep 5 - When Mum’s Head Went - the second time.  
In this episode Kay suffers a domino effect of medical complications that result in a stroke
in 2009. Vanessa describes how the medical emergency felt like déjà vu. Remarkably, the
same brain surgeon, who is now a professor operates on Kay for a second time. Lizz asks
him about the pressure of trying to save the same woman twice.  
 
Ep 6 - Modern Medicine. 
This episode outlines the interventions and support services in 2009 and how this differed
to 1983. Lizz interviews the staff at Royal Talbot hospital who looked after Kay and taught
her how to do everyday tasks again.  
 

1983



 
Ep 7 - When Mum’s Head Went - the third time. 
 History repeats itself as Kay finds herself back in ICU after developing epilepsy and
suffering  a Grand Mal seizure. Lizz now understands the déjà vu feeling as the family wills
Kay to pull through. Lizz talks to a neuropsychologist specialising in epilepsy about how
seizures can affect the brain, contribute to dementia and even change personalities.   
 
Ep 8 – Put You in a Home?  
This episode begins with Kay experiencing a psychotic episode which results in a visit to a
psychiatric ward. On condition of release, Lizz moves back into her parents’ home to help
look after Kay. Before long, Lizz admits defeat and the family concede to the specialist’s
advice to put Kay into care. Interviews with the family describe their anguish at putting Kay
into care after realising they couldn’t ‘fix’ her. Lizz talks to her best friend and nurse about
caring for elderly patients with dementia.  
 
 
 
Ep 9 – Guilt, Regret and Mental Health.  
This episode outlines how the family have worked through emotions of guilt and regret and
how this has affected each individual’s mental health. Lizz ponders whether her mental
health issues over the years have been a result of nature or nurture. Lizz reads a poem at
the Anzac Day service and considers how the legacy of Kay’s uncles who fought in WW2
may have contributed to the family’s intergenerational trauma. Lizz interviews her brother
and artist Phill about his dark times and how he has used art as therapy.  
 
Ep 10 - Finding the Joy.  
This episode concludes the story on an uplifting note. It will focus on Kay’s tenacity and
strong will to live. Lizz will interview Kay about what brings her joy in life with lots of leading
questions about how Kay likes to order sneaky glasses of wine from waiters when the family
aren’t looking and how she ensures she has her favourite chair by the fire every day. And
how sexy some of the male carers are in her nursing home.  
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2018



Cross Platform Opportunities
There are a number of opportunities to delve further into the material covered in
the podcast. As an additional component, a series website (hosted by ABC)
could provide further or extended interviews with family members and medical
professionals, able to speak in depth on specific issues raised in the podcast.  
 
This approach would reflect further on the nature of memory- what do we
remember and how does this change according to age, personality and familial
dynamics?      
 
I would also like to provide listeners with a networking platform in which to share
their own experiences with ABI and how it has affected their own family's ability
to speak about pre and post trauma.  
The website would also provide helpful links to support services and other
educational resources.  
 
From a visual perspective, the website would also demonstrate the creative
legacy of Kay's injury. My brother's artwork reflects his struggle to express the
complex emotional journey we continue to travel. I'm hoping that his artistic
works will generate a side story into art therapy that extends beyond those
impacted by ABI. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
artwork by................... entitled ............................... 
 



Creator's statement 

 
More emphasis on the unique style of the story (blending genres of

memoir, true crime, etc) but also its universality as its about everyday
families who experience trauma  

 
More emphasis on my unique position at the University whereby I have

easy access to interviewing experts and how I am able to blend the
influences of storytelling (Arts Faculty) with scientific fact (MDHS)   

 
What I want to achieve through the podcast – Firstly, I see myself as an

advocate for improving patient support services, whether that be in
hospital dealing with doctors or as an outpatient dealing with numerous

specialist appointments. I think this is a huge gap in the medical
industry’s service provision to the community as there is no holistic

management of patients with special needs and things fall through the
cracks. Secondly, the podcast will be a fantastic platform for me to build

my reputation as a writer and storyteller.  
 

 Be more specific about my primary (and secondary) audience. I found
this really hard to specify…



Lizz Sayers lives in Melbourne with her husband and two crazy
cats. She is currently completing a Master of Creative Writing,

Publishing and Editing at the University of Melbourne where she
also works.  

 
Although an artist at heart, she works as an Operations Manager
in the Melbourne School of Psychological Sciences by day, where
she is constantly inspired by the human brain and the academics

who tirelessly research its magnificence.  
 

By night, she clacks away on her keyboard to turn that inspiration
into story. When Mum’s Head Went is her first podcast production. 

 
 
 

PHOTO OF LIZZ HERE 

Creator's bio




